Using wavelets, statistically significant interannual and interdecadal oscillations that occurred haphazardly have been detected in southwestern (SW) Canadian seasonal precipitation anomalies. At interannual scales, station precipitation anomalies show unstable relations with large-scale climate anomalies such as El Nin˜o-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), Pacific/North America (PNA), East Pacific (EP) and West Pacific (WP) patterns, and the Central North Pacific (CNP) index. Inconsistent wavelet coherence and phase difference between the leading principal components (PC) of regional precipitation anomalies and climate indices as well as weak Pearson's correlations between bandpassed precipitation PCs and climate indices for the 2-3 year and 3-8 year scales provides supporting evidence for unstable precipitation climate relationships at the interannual scale. On the other hand, interdecadal precipitation variability is mainly associated with low-frequency variability in CNP, PDO and ENSO. Composite analysis of winter precipitation shows that ENSO, PDO, PNA and WP offer better separation of positive and negative precipitation anomalies than EP and CNP. However, the effect of ENSO is found to be stronger than the others. Precipitation power spectrum plots mostly reveal two linear decay regions of different slopes separated by a breakpoint located approximately at 20 to 30 days, while empirical probability plots reveal power law behavior and hyperbolic intermittency in these data, whose correlation dimensions (D2) are between 8 and 9. Although the leading PCs of winter regional precipitation show modest correlations with ENSO and PDO, the prediction of SW Canadian seasonal precipitation by teleconnection with climate indices is likely limited.
